
Photo 26.  Ineffectively implemented straw wattles on recently ripped Glade Trail on 10/21/13 (photo 
taken by D. Chaney).  Significant gaps between the bottom of the wattles and soil surface were pervasive, 
rendering the wattles ineffective at reducing runoff, channelized erosion, and sediment delivery.  
Implementation timing compounded the ineffectiveness of these measures:  field evidence indicated that 
the wattles were put in place after significant erosion and sediment delivery occurred in response to recent 
rain and snowmelt events (Figures 1 and 2) on bare disturbed soils.  These are significant implementation 
failures because runoff and eroded sediment from this portion of the Glade Trail are delivered directly to 
the stream system via well-established rill channels, which developed in response to rain and snowmelt 
events affecting bare, heavily disturbed soils on the ripped route.  These channels are likely to increase in 
size in response to future runoff events during forthcoming spring snowmelt, increasing sediment delivery 
to the stream system.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo 27.  Another view of ineffectively implemented straw wattles on recently ripped Glade Trail on 
10/21/13 (photo taken by D. Chaney).  The significant gaps between the bottom of the wattles and soil 
surface were pervasive, rendering the wattles ineffective at reducing runoff, channelized erosion, and 
sediment delivery.  Implementation timing compounded the wattles ineffectiveness:  field evidence 
indicated that the wattles were put in place after significant erosion and sediment delivery occurred in 
response to recent rain and snowmelt events (Figures 1 and 2) on bare disturbed soils prior to 10/21/13.  
These are significant implementation failures because runoff and eroded sediment from this portion of the 
Glade Trail are delivered directly to the stream system via well-established rill channels, which developed 
in response to rain and snowmelt events affecting bare, heavily disturbed soils on the ripped route.  These 
channels are likely to increase in size in response to future spring snowmelt runoff events, increasing 
sediment delivery to the stream system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo 28.  Another view of the ineffectively implemented wattles on recently ripped Glade Trail on 
10/21/13 (photo taken by D. Chaney). Note the rill channel running under the wattle in photo. Due to 
implementation, the wattle does not abate the runoff, channelized erosion, and sediment delivery to the 
stream system from the rill channel during runoff events.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo 29.  Bare soils, low levels of applied soil cover, and significant rills channels, diagnostic of 
elevated erosion, below ineffectively implemented wattles on recently ripped Glade Trail on 10/21/13.  
The rill channels in this photo drain directly into the stream system, as shown in the next photo.  The 
channels developed in response to rain and snowmelt events (Figures 1 and 2) affecting bare, heavily 
disturbed soils on the ripped route.  These channels are likely to increase in size in response to future 
spring snowmelt runoff events, further elevating sediment delivery and continuing to convey elevated 
runoff from the ripped route to the stream system.  Due implementation, including timing, the wattles on 
this slope do not ameliorate the existing situation, which is likely to continue to deteriorate with respect to 
runoff and sediment delivery to the stream system.  Field evidence indicated that the low levels of applied 
cover were only added after significant erosion had occurred in response to bare disturbed soils exposed 
to rain and snowmelt events.  Thus, the applied cover application failed to prevent significant increases in 
erosion and sediment delivery. For scale, the base of the pack in the near the bottom of the photo is about 
12” wide. 

 
 



Photo 30.  Bare soils, low levels of applied soil cover, rills channels, diagnostic of elevated erosion, and 
ineffectively implemented rock berm, downslope of wattles on recently ripped Glade Trail on 10/21/13.  
The channel on the route flows under and through the rock berm at right in photo and then to the stream 
system.  The rill channel in the photo developed in response to rain and snowmelt events (Figures 1 and 
2) on bare, heavily disturbed soils with little applied soil cover on the ripped route.  The channels are 
likely to increase in size in response to future runoff events, further elevating sediment delivery and 
continuing to convey elevated runoff from the ripped route to the stream system.  For scale, the base of 
the pack in the left of the photo is about 12” wide. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo 31.  Another view of the bare soils, low levels of applied soil cover and rill channel, diagnostic of 
severe erosion, downslope of the ineffectively implemented wattles on recently ripped Glade Trail on 
10/21/13.  The rill channel in this photo drains directly into the stream system, after flowing under and 
through the poorly implemented rock berm in the photo middleground.  This channel draining the Glade 
Trail is likely to increase in size in response to future runoff events, further elevating sediment delivery 
and continuing to convey elevated runoff from the ripped route to the stream system.  The base of the 
pack in the photo is about 12” wide.  The attempted restoration measures on this portion of the Glade 
Trail failed to hydrologically disconnect the route from the stream system, while exacerbating sediment 
impacts.  

.  



Photo 32.  Another view of the ineffectively implemented rock berm shown in previous photos on 
10/21/13.  The significant rill channel that drains the Glade Trail and flows under the rock berm to the 
stream system is at photo bottom (added arrow points to the rill channel).  The treatments on this portion 
of the Glade Trail failed to hydrologically disconnect the route from the stream system.  Besides 
maintaining route-stream connectivity, the ineffective implementation exacerbated sediment impacts on 
the stream system.  As shown in the following photos, route runoff supplied by this rill channel is causing 
considerable gully erosion downslope of the berm (added arrow points to the gully), significantly 
elevating sediment delivery to the stream system. 

 



Photo 33.  Significant channelized slope erosion downstream of the same ineffective rock berm shown in 
previous photos on 10/21/13.  The rill channel that drains the Glade Trail flows under the rock berm, 
resulting in considerable slope erosion and downstream sediment delivery.  The rocks placed in this 
channel are having nominal effects on the channel erosion and sediment delivery—the channel is 
downcutting around the rocks in the highly erodible soils on this slope.  The treatments on this portion of 
the Glade Trail failed to hydrologically disconnect the route from the stream system.  Besides maintaining 
route-stream connectivity, the lack of adequate erosion control implementation exacerbated sediment 
impacts on the stream system.  

 



Photo 34.  Bare native soil on SNAR on 9/8/13 with significant rill channels diagnostic of accelerated 
soil erosion.  The rills are a result of the failure to provide erosion control to the native surfaced road 
before the onset of rain events prior to 9/8/13 (Figure 1).  Notably, the SNAR was stable and graveled 
prior to this stage of attempted restoration, as shown in the following photo (35).  Comparison of 
conditions in the two photos indicates that the attempted restoration measures greatly increased erosion 
and sediment delivery from the route due to the stage of restoration (bare, re-graded, and without gravel 
cover) at the time of rain events prior to 9/8/13, together with the failure to apply erosion control cover on 
the road before rain events.  This is extremely significant, because this section of the SNAR drains 
directly into the stream system, as shown in photos 37 and 38.  For scale, the notebook (white rectangle) 
in the photo is ca. 7” by 4.5”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo 35.  Graveled unrilled surface of SNAR on 8/6/13 prior to attempted restoration.  In contrast to the 
condition shown in the previous photo, the road’s condition prior to treatment did not exhibit any severely 
accelerated rilling during my 8/6/13 inspection of the road.  Comparison with previous photo shows that 
the treatment on this road left it bereft of gravel cover at the time of the rain events prior to 9/8/13.  The 
post-treatment condition, shown in the previous photo (34), indicates that the treatment greatly elevated 
erosion and sediment delivery to the stream system.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photos 36a and b.  Two views of re-graveled, re-graded SNAR on 10/21/13.  The re-grading obliterated 
rills on the road travel surface, but significant erosion of fine sediments at the margin of the road 
continues to occur, as evidenced by the heavily rilled road margin and channel bank.  As indicated by 
conditions in the photo, the sediment from this rill erosion is being delivered directly to the stream 
system.  The stream channel in the lower left of the photo is a tributary of Still Creek and is sand-bedded 
and overloaded with fine sediment from erosion from this route and other anthropogenic sediment sources 
in its watershed.  The rocks emplaced at the base of the rills on the flank of the channel are another 
example of ineffective erosion and sediment control associated with the attempted restoration.  The rocks 
are having a nominal effect on rill erosion and sediment delivery to the stream.  These treatments did 
nothing to hydrologically disconnect this section of the SNAR from the stream system.  As shown in 
Photo 36b there is a considerable amount of fine sediment near the stream channel that will be readily 
washed into the stream channel during future runoff events. 
a)  
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Photo 37.  Rill channels formed by runoff from rain events (Figure 1) on bare disturbed soils on the 
SNAR at the crossing of a tributary of Still Creek on 9/8/13.  Due to the lack of sediment detention/runoff 
control structures at this hydrologic connection, significant amounts of sediment from the bare freshly-
disturbed SNAR were supplied to the tributary (pointed to by added arrow) in response to recent rain 
events prior to 9/8/13 (Figure 1).  For scale, the open notebook (white rectangle) near bottom of the photo 
is about 7.5” by 9”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Photo 38.  Another view, looking upstream, of the rill channels shown in photo 37 formed by runoff from 
rain events on the bare, freshly-disturbed soils on the SNAR at the crossing of a tributary of Still Creek 
(pointed to by added arrow) on 9/8/13.  Due to the lack of sediment detention/runoff control structures at 
this point of hydrologic connection between the SNAR and the tributary, large amounts of fine sediment 
from the bare road without applied cover were supplied to the stream in response to the recent rain events 
(Figure 1).  Note that the channel is overloaded with fine sediment and that the culvert (pointed to by 
added arrow) is choked with sediment and has nearly lost the ability to convey runoff and sediment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo 39.  Ineffectively implemented road drainage relief structure on SNAR on 10/21/13.  The berm 
diverts sediment and runoff from a drainage channel along the SNAR to the stream system.  The Still 
Creek tributary (in tree shadows, pointed to by added arrow) is less than 150’ downslope of the diversion 
structure.  There was clear field evidence that flows from the diversion had made it to the tributary 
channel, indicating that this section of the SNAR had not been hydrologically disconnected from the 
stream system.  As a result, this section of the SNAR will continue to increase runoff and sediment 
delivery in Still Creek.  A water bar upslope of this point, draining route runoff to the opposite side of the 
road might have helped reduce road drainage and sediment delivery to the stream system.  Instead, the 
work maintained road-stream connectivity, while the re-surfacing of the road elevated sediment delivery 
due to road disturbance affected by rain and snowmelt events (Figures 1 and 2).    

 



Photo 40.  Ineffectively implemented, reconstructed water bar on SNAR on 10/21/13.  The water bar 
diverts sediment and runoff from the SNAR to a channel that runs to a tributary of Still Creek.  Field 
evidence indicated that flows from the water bar had made it to the tributary, indicating that this section 
of the SNAR had not been hydrologically disconnected from the stream system.  As a result, this section 
of the SNAR will continue to increase runoff and sediment delivery in Still Creek.  A water bar upslope 
of this point, draining to an unchannelized hillslope might have helped to reduce road drainage and 
sediment delivery to the stream system.  Instead, the work maintained road-stream connectivity, while the 
re-surfacing of the road elevated sediment delivery due to road disturbance affected by rain and snowmelt 
events (Figures 1 and 2).  

 



Photo 41.  Looking upslope towards the reconstructed water bar on the SNAR on 10/21/13.  Due to the 
ineffective implementation of this road drainage feature, this section of the SNAR has not been 
hydrologically disconnected from the stream system and will continue to contribute elevated runoff and 
sediment to the Still Creek system.  The channel below the water bar is diffuse, splayed, and multi-
threaded, diagnostic of channels with high sediment loads.  Notably, field evidence indicated that the 
channel had already transported gravel from the road to the channel below the diversion (the light colored 
rocks at the soil surface in the left middleground of the photo are gravel deposits from the road), 
indicating that runoff from the diversion had considerable sediment transport capacity.  

 


